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Abstract : Localization microscopy of individual molecules allows one to bypass the diffraction limit, revealing 
cellular organization on a nanometric scale. This method, which relies on spatial analysis of the signal emitted 
by molecules, is often limited to the observation of biological objects at shallow depths, or with very few 
aberrations. The introduction of a temporal parameter into the localization process through a time 
modulated excitation was recently proposed to address these limitations. This method called ModLoc, is 
demonstrated here with an alternative flexible strategy. In this implementation, to encode the time 
modulated excitation a digital micromirror device  is used in combination with a fast demodulation approach, 
and provides a two-fold enhancement in localization precision.  
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1- Introduction 

Single Molecule Localization Microscopy (SMLM) is revolutionizing biology by revealing structural 
information with a resolution far below the diffraction limit, offering observation down to few nanometers 
as opposed to several hundred nanometers in conventional optical imaging methods1–4. This fluorescence 
imaging approach is based on the detection and localization of individual molecules within the focal volume 
of the microscope, emitting signals randomly over time (see Fig. 1-a). The transverse position (x, y) of the 
fluorescent emitter can thus be extracted by a spatial analysis of its PSF typically based on a Gaussian model 
for computational simplicity. Recently more complex models, in particular with the introduction of 
experimental PSF values have been proposed (see Fig. 1-b).  This position is obtained with an accuracy and 
precision well below the diffraction limit, depending primarily on the number of emitted photons (N)  

𝜎𝑥,𝑦~𝜎𝑃𝑆𝐹/√𝑁, and also on the size of the PSF5. The principle of localization, enabling the tracking of 

individual molecules, emerged in the 1980s. However, it had to wait for the development of new 
photophysical strategies to be applied to the observation of biological structures labeled with many 
fluorescent molecules, which must be prevented from emitting simultaneously but randomly, thus 
permitting their individual localization. The fluorescent molecules in the sample operate in a regime known 
as blinking, achievable through various modalities such as PALM (Photo-Activated Localization 
Microscopy)1,2,6, where photophysical control is applied to photoactivatable or photoconvertible fluorescent 
proteins; (d)-STORM (for (direct)-Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy)3,7, where organic 
fluorophores capable of emitting numerous photons can be compelled to transition into energy states 
enabling separate observation; or more recently, (DNA)-PAINT (for Points Accumulation for Imaging in 
Nanoscale Topography), where the brief pairing of DNA strands marked with a fluorescent probe also induced 
a sparsity of observed fluorescent emitters8. Thus, in each acquired image, only a subpopulation of individual 
molecules is detected and localized, typically requiring the acquisition of between 5,000 to 80,000 images to 
explore the entire structure and reconstruct the final super-resolved image (see Fig. 1 a-b).  

This localization process provides only transverse spatial information (x, y)  and  complementary strategies 
must be implemented to retrieve the axial position along the optical axis (z)9. The methods primarily used 
involve shaping the PSF to break its axial symmetry, such as adding a cylindrical lens to introduce controlled 
astigmatism10 (see Fig. 1-c). Other families of PSF shaping have been developed to enhance performance in 
terms of both observation depth and axial precision, which tends to vary within the observation volume9. 
Utilizing the intrinsic properties of fluorescence emission, such as supercritical emission11–13, can also provide 
axial information with an absolute information on the elevation of the emitters regarding the interface 



coverslip/sample, but is limited in observation depth to 500-600 nm14. Using fluorescence emission 

interferences obtained through double objective configuration (4) permits to achieve a resolution of a few 
nanometers but proves complex to implement15,16. Alternatively, it has been shown that the introduction of 
a diffraction grating permits to take advantage of fluorescence self-interference17, enabling deep imaging but 
requiring high sampling of the spatially structured PSFs. 

 

Fig1: (a-c) Principle of the single molecule localization microscopy. a) Only part of the molecules emitted at each image resulting in the observation of 
a super-resolved image when successive images of the same region are acquired. b) For each image acquired, the position of the molecules on this 
image are obtained from fitting a 2D gaussian function.  c) The axial position of the molecule compared to the focus plane can then be obtained by 
introducing an astigmatic aberration. (d-f) Principle of the single molecule localization using time-varying signal. d)  A structured illumination is shifted 
temporally. e) The signal emitted by the fluorophores will result in a sinusoid and the phase depends on the position of the fluorophore in the field of 
view. f-g) The structured illumination can be along the (x,y) plane or along the (x,z) plane depending on the position of the two beams in the back focal 
plane. h) The signal can be demodulated in a single camera frame. Each image corresponding to one position of the excitation is sent to 4 separated 
parts of the camera. The 4 fluorophores can be localized utilizing their respective intensities in each part of the camera. i) The signal can alternatively 
be demodulated in a single camera frame and each fluorophore will have four images around its original position. j) The demodulated signal gives 
wrap information on the phase of the fluorophore. k) Signal can be unwrapped using the position of the molecule. 

 

During the localization process, both transverse and axial, any deformation of the PSF induced, for example, 
by simple defocus or more complex aberrations related to the sample, affects the localization precision. 
Analyzing the PSF based solely on spatial parameters impacts both 2D and 3D localization as well as the ability 
to observe samples in depth. 

We have thus proposed the incorporation of a temporal parameter to extract localization information with 
enhanced and uniform precision in the observation depth18. Specifically, we drew inspiration from a method 
utilizing spatial properties of illumination to track the scattering signal of a polystyrene bead within a 
structured excitation pattern.  Created by temporally displaced interferences on the sample19, these 
travelling wave interference induces a modulated scattering, with the phase reflecting the molecule's 
position.  The TWT (Traveling Wave tracking) allows one to position along two directions with a lateral 
resolution of 3 Å and with a time resolution in the microsecond range, and was in particular applied to reveal 
myosin step displacement20.  As this setup was designed for observing a single object in the field of view 
demodulation could be performed with a photodiode and synchronous detection to extract the phase of the 
modulated signal from the sole object present and derive its position evolution within the field of view. We 
have recently revisited this concept to adapt it for wide field localization of single fluorescent molecules, 
necessitating the development of synchronous detection compatible with a camera. This adaptation involves 
handling a limited number of fluorescence photons associated with emission events that occur stochastically 
during acquisition. This novel microscopy approach, subsequently named ModLoc21,22 (Modulated 
Localization), permits the extraction of molecule positions over a wide field (typically 50 µm x 50 µm) with a 
localization precision increased by a factor up to  2.4 in the direction of the modulation, either lateral or axial, 
and with a unique uniform precision along the axial direction21.  This method is also undergoing various 
developments within different research teams, featuring diverse implementations aimed at enhancing lateral 
or axial resolution. These variations go by names such as Simple23, Simflux24, or Rose25,26, each distinguished 
by its strategy for excitation and/or detection of the modulated fluorescence signal. It is worth noting that 
these methods differ from the Minflux27 approach, which proposes a series of sequential measurements 



dedicated to each emitter for different positions of the structured excitation beam, at the cost of a reduced 
field of view28. However, this enables achieving sub-nanometer resolution individually for each event29–31. In 
the wide-field approaches, the resolution improvement is uniform for all molecules, as it is achieved through 
phase measurement of the modulation, relying on an identical displacement of the structured illumination 
for all emitters. 

In a conventional SMLM microscope, this necessitates replacing the uniform excitation of the sample with a 
sinusoidal excitation pattern displaced in the desired direction for improvement (see. Fig. 1-d). For instance, 
if the illumination is applied along the transverse direction x with a temporal modulation frequency Ω and a 
spatial pitch Λ, it can be expressed in the form:  

𝑰(𝒙, 𝒕) = 𝑰𝟎 ( 𝟏 + 𝒎 𝒄𝒐𝒔 (
𝟐𝝅

𝜦
𝒙 +  𝜴𝒕)) 

( 1 ) 

  
With  𝐼0 is the average light intensity over the entire field and m is the contrast of the illumination pattern. 
In the regime of linear excitation (outside of saturation), the fluorescence signal from a molecule is 
proportional to the light intensity it receives. The photon flux 𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡) detected from a fluorescent emitter 
illuminated by the excitation field described by equation (1), positioned at location x, is given by:  

𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡)  = 𝑁0( 1 + 𝑚 cos(Φ(𝑥) +  Ω𝑡)) 
 

( 2 ) 

With the phase Φ(𝑥) =  
2𝜋

𝛬
𝑥 and 𝑁0 the mean photons flux detected and associated to 𝐼0. As can be seen in 

Figure 2-e,  the temporally modulated signals of different fluorescent molecules carry information about the 
molecule's position in its phase Φ(x). Modulated excitation can thus be applied to any direction, either along 
x or y, and for the z direction a tilted version along xz can be proposed (see Figure 2-f).   

Among the various developments, one key difference lies in the strategy to demodulate the signal and extract 
the position associated with the phase. The simplest approach involves sequentially acquiring 3 or 4 images 
corresponding to each position of the structured illumination. However, to mitigate biases related to 
molecules transitioning between a bright state (ON) and a dark state (OFF), typically, 2 additional images are 
acquired, framing the images necessary for demodulation. Depending on the camera used and the chosen 
field of view, this can lead to the exclusion of events from single molecules whose ON state is too short 
compared to the time required for this sequential acquisition. For instance, with an sCMOS camera operating 
at 400 Hz, it is estimated that around 30% of molecules are not considered32 (for an average ON time of 15 
ms). We have developed a different approach where the 4 intensity values necessary for demodulation are 
acquired within the same camera frame, either in 4 distinct sub-regions of the camera21 (see fig. 1-h)  or to 
form a compact pattern creating a composite PSF22 (see Fig. 1-i). This enables demodulation at a frequency 
around the kHz range, significantly higher than the acquisition frequency of cameras, thereby capturing the 
entirety of events.  

Since the illumination structure is periodic, it is apparent that molecules at different positions in the field 
exhibit distinct phases (see. Fig. 1-j). However, certain molecules (2 and 4) may share identical phases. To 
derive the final position within the observation field, a Gaussian fitting analysis is applied to each molecule 
of the image, determining the fringe containing the molecule22. This information is then coupled with phase 
data that precisely locates the molecule within the identified fringe (see. Fig. 2-k). The Cramer Rao Lower 
Bounds (CRLB), outlining the theoretical precision of localization achievable for this method under 4-point 
demodulation, no background noise, and maximum excitation contrast, adopt a straightforward form: 

𝛥𝑥 =  
𝜎𝑃𝑆𝐹

√𝑁( 1 +
4𝜋2𝜎𝑃𝑆𝐹

2

𝛬2 )

 ( 3 ) 

  
where we notably find the pitch of the excitation pattern, and the localization precision improves by reducing 
the spatial period. 



In this article, we introduce a novel combination of active optical elements commonly employed in structured 
illumination microscopy (SIM)33–39. This potentially enhances the synergy of these two approaches, providing 
information at different scales. By using digital micromirrors device (DMD) composed of a matrix of 
orientable micrometric mirrors 39–44, it provides a greater flexibility in the fringe spacing of excitation or 
orientation. The use of a DMD, previously proposed in a sequential approach23, is presented here in 
combination with demodulation using galvanometric mirrors. This setup is designed to create the four sub-
regions within the same camera frame, eliminating constraints on the emission duration of the molecules. 

2- Materials and Methods 
2.1 Optical implementation of the ModLoc setup  

The ModLoc microscope is developed around an inverted Nikon TiE microscope body with a x60 1.49 NA 
objective (see fig. 2-a), with a 500 mW 640 nm laser (LPX-640, Oxxius), and a filter set from Semrock (Di02-
R635-25x36 , BLP01-635R-25) .  

The figure 2 represents various configurations for the excitation and detection implemented by our team 
(see Fig.2 b,d,e) , and in particular the current one based on the DMD and galvanometric mirrors ( see fig.2 c 
and f).  Previously, the sinusoidal excitation was generated by directly interfering two beams in the biological 
sample. The introduction of an electro-optic modulator then permits the displacement of interferences on 
the sample, typically at 1.2 kHz, to retrieve the 4 needed intensity values (see fig. 2-b). This implementation 
limits the flexibility in terms of pitch pattern size and orientation.  The introduction of DMD (Vialux, DLP 
discovery 4100) mitigates these last two points while raising the issue of preserve illumination power 
(described in details below). The laser beam was expanded to cover the entire surface of the micro-mirror 
array. The plane of the DMD was then projected onto the sample plane through two consecutive lens relays. 
The first relay is an afocal system that facilitates access to the Fourier plane where the diffraction orders 
become visible. Consequently, a diaphragm and a beam blocker can be placed in this plane to isolate only 
the ±1 orders. The second relay, comprising the tube lens and the objective lens, was employed to recombine 
the two selected beams on the sample (see Fig. 2-c). 

  

Fig. 2  :   Experimental setup with the different modalities to modulate and demodulate the fluorescence signal. a) Microscope parts where the tube 
lens, dichroic and objective are. On the sample fringes are created along the x axis. b) This modulation can be generated with interferences of a laser 
beam divided into two equal paths. An EOM on one of the arms introduces the time variation of the signal that the fluorophores will receive. c) The 
modulation can be generated using a DMD. The time variation of the signal is then introduced by shifting the active mirrors on the DMD. Once the 
modulation of the signal of fluorescence is created, it must be demodulated in the detection. Three solutions are possible using an active element that 
can either be a Pockels cell, a mirror mounted on a piezo or two galvanometer mirrors. These actives elements are synchronized with the position of 
the fringes on the sample.  



The fluorescence image is detected either directly with a sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu, orca flash 4 v2) for 
some calibrations steps which only requests intensity measurements, but for the detection of the phase of 
the modulated fluorescence, a home-made demodulation module needs to be used in front of the camera 
(see fig 2d-f).  As represented in fig. 2.d-f the common goal of these demodulation modules is to address the 
four different localization events corresponding to the 4 positions of the structured illumination in four 
different locations of the camera at a frequency close to kHz, and thus averaging over at least 20 to 60 cycles 
of modulation during the integration of the full camera frame typically acquired at 20 to 50 Hz. The use of a 
Pockels cell permits to rely on a highly stable optical module, as no moving element is used, but limits in 
terms of field of view and demodulation efficiency21. In contrary using active mirrors can mitigate these last 
two points, while the configuration based on piezo-electric mirror (S 330.2 SL, Physik Instrument)  tends to 
be slow and the generated PSF could impact the observed density22.  The galvanometric mirrors employed 
here (Scannermax, Saturn 1b) thus appear as a good compromise in terms of speed, field of view and 
demodulation efficiency, since they can fully address the intensity acquired in a subarray of the image for a 
given configuration of the DMD at up to 600 Hz .  The first galvanometric mirror is placed in the image plane 
and conjugated with the second one, which permits to create the four subarrays on the camera. 

2.2 Operation of a Digital micro-mirror array ( DMD) 

A DMD consists of an array of micro-mirrors, each with two active positions: an "ON" position where the 
mirror is oriented at an angle of +12°, and an "OFF" position where the mirror is oriented at -12°. All mirrors 
can be independently oriented in one of these two directions to create the desired image on the array. While 
DMDs are commonly used in video projectors, they have also found extensive applications in creating 
structured illumination for sectioning45,46 or achieving a twofold resolution enhancement in Structured 
Illumination Microscopy (SIM)40–42,47,48. 

Two approaches have been employed in SIM using DMDs. The first method involves the direct projection of 
the image onto the DMD46. This approach necessitates incoherent illumination, such as using an LED, or the 
introduction of an element like a diffuser to eliminate spatial coherence. The second method employs the 
DMD as a diffraction grating, where interference is created in the plane of the sample. The latter method 
requires coherent illumination, such as a laser48, and will be employed subsequently to create a diffraction 
grating on the sample. 

Initially, the DMD functions as an echelle grating, with the mirrors forming a sawtooth diffraction grating. 
When all the mirrors are oriented in the same direction, multiple diffraction orders are present. The first 
diffraction grating is thus created when all the mirrors share the same orientation. The angle at which the 
laser strikes the DMD determines the distribution of light intensity in the different orders. This angle, known 
as the blaze angle in the case of an echelle grating, can be optimized at the wavelength used to maximize the 
light power in the first diffraction order of the grating47. Figure 3-a illustrates the diffraction grating formed 
when all the mirrors are at the same angle, and the blaze angle is not optimized. The light intensity is evenly 
distributed among four main orders. When the angle is well chosen (Figure 3-b), it is possible to concentrate 
the maximum intensity in a single order. However, some light will inevitably be lost in the other diffraction 
orders. This light loss is a drawback when using DMD for applications requiring high laser power. This initial 
diffraction grating creates the signal envelope. 

Secondly, once a pattern is applied to the DMD, a second diffraction grating is created in each order. This 
grating contains the information needed to create fringes on the sample. If a vertical alternation between 
mirrors in the "ON" position and mirrors in the "OFF" position is applied, the diffraction orders obtained are 
shown in Figure 3-c. In Figure 3-c, nine sub-networks are visible, each containing fringe information. In the 
center, there is a main grating where the majority of the light power is concentrated. There are four less 
intense secondary gratings and finally, four others which are lower but still visible. There are numerous other 
sub-arrays that are less and less intense and therefore not visible in the figure. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Fig. 3 Simulations of the resulting patterns in the Fourier plane after the DMD depending on the angle between the beam and the DMD and on the 
pattern applied to the mirrors. a) If all mirrors are displaying the same orientation (ON), the resulting pattern can either be a) or b). In the case of a) 
the blaze angle is not optimized resulting in an equal repartition of the light intensity in four different points. When the blaze angle is optimized most 
of the light can be sent to only one point in the center. The resulting diffraction pattern will be the desired one and is displayed in b). c) Diffraction 
pattern when the blaze angle is optimized, and the mirrors position are alternating between ON and OFF position horizontally. Each previous points of 
the pattern in b) will now form a new pattern. Each pattern corresponds to the Fourier transform of a squared signal and the central one is 
concentrating the most intensity.  

To generate the fringes on the sample, we are interested in orders 0 and ±1, with the angle between the 
orders denoted as θ. It should be noted that retaining a maximum of around 13% of the incident light is 
possible when only these three orders are considered49. The complex amplitude of the different orders is 

then determined by  𝐴+1 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝛿 ,  𝐴−1 = 𝐴𝑒−𝑖𝛿  and 𝐴0 = 휀𝐴𝑒𝑖0  . A is the amplitude, ϵ is the ratio between 
the amplitude of order 0 and the amplitude of orders ±1 and δ is the phase factor between orders 0 and +1. 

𝛿 =  𝑘Δ +  ϕ 

With  is the optical path difference between the two orders with Δ ~𝑥 sin (𝜃) with x behing the pattern 

direction,  is an arbitrary spatial phase and k is the wave number : 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆 

If the 0 order is filtered, two coherent beams will be superimposed. The resulting intensity follows the 
following formula: 

𝐼 = |𝐴+1 + 𝐴_1|
2

 = 4 𝐴2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛿 = 2𝐴2(𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛿 + 1) 

The inter-fringe distance can be written Λ𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝜆/(2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃) . The angle θ depends on the pattern applied 

to the DMD whose inter-fringe distance can be called Λ𝐷𝑀𝐷 and the total magnification of the system M. 
These quantities are linked by the formula 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑀 ∗ 𝜆 /Λ𝐷𝑀𝐷.   

It is feasible to independently control the position of all DMD mirrors, enabling the creation of lines or arrays. 
To modulate the intensity of fluorophores and determine their position based on the phase of their 
modulated emission, it is essential to have four intensity points. A DMD simplifies achieving this fringe shift 
by shifting the period of one mirror each time, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Creation of the modulation with the DMD. a) Schematic representation of one period of the DMD at four different time scales. Black squares 
correspond to mirrors in the OFF position and white squares mirrors in the ON position. To modulate the signal the mirrors are shifted by one quarter 
of the period each time which corresponds to one mirror. b) Schematic representation of the fringes on the sample with two static fluorophores (stars 
red and blue) in the field of view. Each shift to the mirrors in a) corresponds to a movement of the fringes. c) The resulting fluorescence emitted by the 
two fluorophores is 2 sinusoids with the same period but a different phase.  

 



 

If we consider two fluorophores located at different positions on the sample (Figure 4-b), the resulting 
modulation will exhibit different phases depending on the fluorophore (Figure 4-c). Consequently, 
configuring the DMD requires providing an inter-fringe distance on the DMD of a multiple of 4, with at least 
4 mirrors per period (Figure 4-a); otherwise, it is impossible to obtain the four intensity points required for 
demodulation. To achieve the best precision in localizing the fluorophore, it is essential to have the smallest 
possible inter-fringe distance on the sample. However, the minimum size achievable is constrained by 
diffraction, meaning fringes on the sample cannot be smaller than 240 nm. The system's magnification must 
be chosen to obtain small-sized fringes while staying within this diffraction limit and ensuring a multiple of 4 
mirrors per period on the DMD. With the chosen lenses and the pitch of our DMD set at 10.8 μm, it is possible 
to have an inter-fringe distance of 288 nm with 8 mirrors used per period on the DMD (4 "ON" and 4 "OFF"). 

Results 

3.1 Verification of the experimental parameters of the structuration excitation based on DMD 

By employing modulated excitation, the precision of localization no longer depends solely on the number of 
photons and the background signal but also on the parameters of the fringe pattern. Among these 
parameters, the spatial period and modulation contrast play crucial roles. To enhance localization precision, 
it is ideal to have the smallest possible spatial period, i.e., 240 nm, and the highest modulation contrast, i.e., 
1. Initially, it is necessary to experimentally determine the parameters of the fringe pattern to ensure their 
proximity to the ideal values. Subsequently, these determined parameters are utilized to calculate the 
positions of the molecules. 

To measure the modulation contrast, a sample of isolated fluorescent beads with a diameter of 40 nm was 
utilized. A camera was directly employed to image the sample (without any demodulation element) and was 
synchronized with the position of the mirrors on the DMD. For each position of the mirrors on the DMD, an 
image with an acquisition time of 20 ms was captured by the camera before moving on to the next position 
on the DMD and acquiring another image on the camera. This method enables the plotting of the temporal 
intensity variation for different beads in the sample, as depicted in the figure. Subsequently, the modulation 

contrast can be calculated using the formula 𝑚 =  
𝐼max  − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐼max  + 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛
 . An average value of 0.8 is then obtained for 

the modulation contrast in our experiment. While this contrast may not be perfect, it could be influenced by 
the size of the fluorescent beads (40 nm in diameter) and the sub-sampling of the period with only four 
points. In the subsequent steps, we will use this value of 0.8 for determining the positions of the molecules 
and compare it to the theoretical expectations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Experimental intensity data from two 40 nm nanobeads in the field of view where the fringes were shifted using the DMD as described in fig.4. 
For each shift of the mirrors on the DMD, one frame was acquired on the camera.  

 



To measure the size of the fringes, given the absence of a nanometric stage in this microscope, it was not 
feasible to move the sample in small steps to determine the spatial period of the illumination. An alternative 
approach was employed, utilizing a sample of fluorescent beads at a much higher concentration to achieve 
an almost uniform sample. By observing this dense sample, the fringes can be directly viewed on the camera.  
For a chosen period of 8 mirrors on the DMD, an experimental inter-fringe distance of 302 nm was measured. 

By applying these experimental parameters to the Cramér-Rao equation, it becomes possible to determine 
the theoretical localization precision of our experiment. This calculation had previously been conducted using 
an excitation interferometer22, and the results are comparable when using a DMD. Figure 6 illustrates the 
performance we can anticipate with the DMD, in particular depending on the spatial frequency of the pattern 
and contrast values. As expected the optimal gain corresponds to the smallest pitch pattern applicable on 
the sample limited by the NA of the objective (see Fig 6-a).  However, an improvement in localization 
precision compared to a conventional approach using Gaussian fitting can be observed for several 
contrast/pattern pairs, which still leaves some flexibility to the method. The expected localization precision 
depending on the number of photons is represented in fig. 6-b) for various background values, and an 
improvement factor of at least 2 is expected. 

Fig. 6: a) Expected gain for the localization precision depending on the spatial frequency of the pattern and of the pattern contrast compared to 
conventional gaussian approach. Only localization precision gain higher than 1.1 are represented. Number of photons emitted = 2000, background = 
10 photons per pixels b) Expected precision (CRLB) for the various value of background as a function of the number of photons for a maximum contrast 

and an inter-fringe distance of 300 nm.  

3.2  Experimental validation on fluorescent nanobeads. 

To validate the use of DMD-based excitation, a lateral precision analysis was conducted on controlled 
samples. Isolated fluorescent beads with a diameter of 40 nm and an emission wavelength centered at 680 
nm were employed. This type of sample necessitates low laser power to approach the number of photons 
emitted by a single molecule closely. Additionally, it permits to measure the position of each bead repeatedly 
over several successive acquisitions without observing photobleaching. 

A comparison between the bead position found by the Gaussian fitting method and the position determined 
using demodulation of the fluorescence signal was performed. For demodulation signal processing, detection 
with galvanometric mirrors was set up upstream of the camera. The frequency of the mirrors was chosen to 
be 100 Hz, a relatively low value to avoid being affected by the rise time of the galvanometers. Unlike 
dSTORM single-molecule emissions, which can have a short emission time and may fade out during a camera 
image, the beads exhibit long and stable emission times. This characteristic enables optimal localization 
precision even with a few modulation/demodulation cycles during an image. 

The classic position of the beads is the average of the four positions obtained for the same bead in the four 
quadrants. In contrast, the ModLoc position takes advantage of the phase of the signal according to the 
direction in which the modulation has been applied. For each bead in an acquisition, there is a series of 
positions obtained by Gaussian fitting and a series of positions obtained by the ModLoc method. The 
standard deviations of each series correspond to the respective localization precision of each method. 



 

Fig. 7: Experimental localization precision of ModLoc in comparison with the Cramer-Rao Lower bound theory. The localization precision as a function 
of the number of photons comes from isolated 40 nm nanobeads emitting in red.  

The figure depicted in Fig. 7 represents the ModLoc localization precision for various nanobeads as a function 
of the number of photons. In a series of acquisitions, the localization precision of different nanobeads is 
plotted against the number of photons it emits. Since not all beads emit the same number of photons, this 
measurement provides the corresponding precision experimentally obtained as a function of the number of 
photons emitted. These experimental results align well with the theoretical localization precision calculated 
by Cramér-Rao lower bound (represented in black in Fig. 7) with a modulation contrast of 0.8 and a fringe 
period of 310 nm generated by the DMD illumination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8 : The comparison of experimental localization precision obtained on beads is presented as follows: (a) Comparison of localization precision 
obtained using ModLoc (red dots) and Gaussian method (blue stars). (b) Reconstruction of the positions obtained by Gaussian fitting and by ModLoc, 
centered around the mean positions for each bead, resulting in an improvement factor of 2 for localization precision using the ModLoc method. 

A second analysis involves comparing the localization precision depending on the method chosen to localize 
the bead. Figure 8-a illustrates the precision obtained over a series of acquisitions for several beads using 
modulation to find their position (red dots) or using a Gaussian fitting (blue dots), clearly highlighting the 
improvement. Figure 8-b presents the same data but in a different representation: the set of successive 
localizations of all the beads is depicted as a cloud of points where each localization is centered around the 
average position of the bead. The red points represent the ModLoc localization, while the blue points are 
obtained by Gaussian fitting. An improvement in precision along the applied modulated direction (x) is visible, 
where the red points are more clustered in this direction than along the y direction, where no modulation 
has been applied. The median for all beads using a Gaussian fit gives an average localization precision of 7.1 
nm, compared with an average of 3.6 nm when using ModLoc to position the beads. Therefore, there is a 
factor of 2 improvement, consistent with theoretical predictions. 



3- Discussion and conclusion 

This work research presents an alternative implementation of structured excitation for enhanced localization 
microscopy, integrating the DMD-based excitation with a simultaneous demodulation approach within a 
single camera frame based on galvanometric mirrors. This implementation demonstrates a twofold 
improvement in precision compared to classical Gaussian fitting. We showcase this enhancement across 
various levels of emitted photon numbers and for the smallest achievable pitch in our current setup, 
specifically an inter-fringe distance of 300 nm.  

This DMD-based implementation, designed to be compatible with the diverse kinetics of single-molecule 
emission, opens the door to a versatile implementation of ModLoc. The micro-mirrors enable the fine-tuning 
of spatial parameters of the structured excitation, permitting the adaptation to different objective 
magnifications and numerical apertures. Moreover, it effortlessly adjusts the commuting frequency up to the 
kHz regime, permitting to optimize easily the applied modulation depending on the single molecule strategy 
used, but also paving the way for faster implementation needed for an extension to single-particle tracking.  

However, significant challenges arise from the constraints associated with the blaze grating configuration 
when using coherent excitation. While low output excitation power after the DMD is not problematic for SIM 
microscopy, as low excitation levels are typically needed to prevent photobleaching, the requirement for 
multi-wavelength excitation in multicolor imaging demands a specific implementation to maintain efficient 
wavelength-dependent coupling on the DMD with different lasers42,44,47. Conversely, in SMLM, multi-target 
imaging is now widely achieved with a single laser excitation, but with fluorophores with close spectral 
emissions (less than 30 nm apart) to enable spectral demixing based on ratiometric measurements50–53. Thus, 
the primary limitation for SMLM lies in the low efficiency of the DMD, where only approximately 13% of the 
illumination is reflected. For dSTORM experiments, where several kW/cm² are typically required to initiate 
the single-molecule regime, a 1W laser would limit the field of view to less than 25x25 µm². Hence, lasers of 
several watts are necessary for dSTORM to preserve a larger field of view which can be a major limitation. 
This challenge can be mitigated in conjunction with DNA-PAINT imaging, where lower irradiance (typically 
less than 0.5 kW/cm²) is needed. This lower requirement is compatible with commonly used laser below 1W 
while still offering a more standard field of view (50x50 µm²).   

Given the widespread use of DMDs in SIM microscopy, there is clearly a potential for the convergence of 
these ModLoc and SIM implementations into a single instrument for 2D or 3D imaging54, offering an original 
multiscale microscope. 
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